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Company: Randstad

Location: Hong Kong

Category: life-physical-and-social-science

job details

about the company.

Our client, a fast growing healthcare company with a coverage across HK, China &

US is looking for a Bioinformatician with strong analytical skills.

...

about the job.

Manage accessible, commercial, or proprietary genomic, proteomic, or post-genomic

databases

Develop clinical NGS pipelines and cloud environment

Analyse large molecular datasets for clinical or basic research purposes

skills & experiences required.

MSc/PHD in bioinformatics, biomathematics/statistics or other related discipline

Expertise/publication records in application of programming languages such as R,
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Python, Perl and Java etc.

Research experience in genomic data and algorithm development would be an advantage

Interested individuals can click apply now and send through an updated resume in

WORD format. For a more comprehensive list of current opportunities, please visit

https://www.randstad.com/jobs/q-hong-kong/ or contact Jessica Cheung at + 852

6285 6991 or email jessica.cheung@randstad.com.hk

#humanforward
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skills

 

no additional skills required

qualifications

 

no additional qualifications required

education

 

Bachelor Degree
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